phenomenon. Yet, law is substantially formulated through written language. Law and language are structurally similar. They are generated through social practices, resulting in organized and more or less formalized communication systems, in the sense that they are both governed by their own rules of creation and reproduction.
The relation between law and language can significantly broaden the scope of legal translation theory. For instance, a group of legal theoreticians took translation as a model for legal interpretation and for justice itself. 4 Translation is seen by James Boyd White as "a set of practices that can serve as an ethical and political model for the law and, beyond it, as a standard of justice." 5 Lawrence Lessig draws on the practice of translation to formulate a general interpretive legal model and Clark Cunningham speaks of the law as a language and of the lawyer as a translator. 6 Given the breadth of this theoretical field, this article addresses but one of the components of translation theory-the "description and analysis of operations." 7 In this regard, this article will draw conclusions from the author's experiences in legal translation, while attempting to underscore the significance of the field for professional translators.
II. DETERMINING THE SCOPE OF LEGAL TRANSLATION
Roman Jakobson, a leading linguist and noted expert in the subject of translation, defined translation as "the interpretation of verbal signs by means of some other language." ' Through this process of translation, texts in one language are transformed into texts in another language with the same meaning.
The nature and scope of translation depends on the nature and scope of the translated materials. These materials range from the isolated words in a language dictionary to the complex network of sentences of philosophical texts. Furthermore, translations can convey the supposedly plain, unequivocal, and In legal translation the demands of precision are greater than in literary translation. The translator must comply, not only with the rules of the foreign language, but also, with the rules of the foreign legal system. Legal translation has its own rules and procedures, which have to be added to those already existing in the translation of nonlegal texts. Everyday language already implies a formalized way of communication, while legal language introduces a supplementary system of formalization.
Although legal translation demands precision and certainty, it is bound to use abstractions, whose meanings derive from particular changing cultural and social contexts. These contexts generate a certain degree of ambiguity, which increases when the legal cultures and systems are vastly different from each other. To translate a text from the language of a civil law country to the language of another civil law country is generally less complicated than to translate the same text to the language of a common law country. Difficulties increase when the translation is from non-Western legal systems, such as the Hindu or Islamic, which differ substantially from the system of the target language."°T ranslators must be familiar with the legal culture of the target language in order to reformulate an equivalent meaning through what they judge to be the most appropriate linguistic and legal expressions. Persons speaking the same language, but belonging to different legal systems, can have greater "translational" problems than persons speaking different languages under the same legal system. For example, a Scotch lawyer who has to translate terms from a text of American corporate law might encounter greater difficulty than a German Swiss translating a French text on Swiss law."
Greater difficulties arise when a legal institution is foreign to the legal system of the target language. That was the case of the word "trust" in French law before 1990.2 The legal translator is more rigidly bound to specialized knowledge than the translator of everyday language or humanities. 3 9. Peter W. Schroth, Legal Translation, 34 AM. J. COMP. L. 47, 49 (1986 Supplement) . Mr. Schroth indicates that computer-programmed translations are "most nearly satisfactory when the subject matter is most nearly independent of culture, as in chemistry or mathematics." Id. It is important to distinguish between the normative language of the law (statute, custom, or judicial doctrine) and the language of the jurist, who thinks or writes about the law." In the first instance, the translator is more constrained by the words of the positive, obligatory law. In the second situation, the language of the jurist (law review articles, treatises, or monographs) is given more latitude to translate the spirit of the message, thus, diminishing the bondage to literal expression.
Within the language of lawyers one should further distinguish between an internal and an external view of the law. The constraints are greater when lawyers interpret a particular rule of positive law than when they examine legal issues as part of global social issues.
A major point of contention in translation is the notion of "translatability" (or "untranslatability"). 5 Poetry, in which the words are so blended with the message, can be very difficult to translate without losing its original flavor. Such an example can possibly justify some assertions of "untranslatability." Within the sphere of the law, where vital social problems are at play, transfrontier communication is essential and the mere idea of "untranslatability" becomes extremely harmful.
Human problems are universal and common. The internationalization of basic human issues (economy, crime, health, and environment) has increased cooperation among countries. The cutting edge of legal progress is in the harmonization of laws and eventual unification. Translation can help to build a universal legal language aimed towards resolving universal legal problems.
HI. SIGNIFICANCE OF LEGAL TRANSLATION
The significance of translation is multifold. Translation allows different cultures to connect, interact, and enrich one another. So far as translation takes an element from one particular cultural system and introduces it into another, it serves as a cultural "pollenizer." As Ralph Linton points out: "The comparatively rapid growth of human culture as a whole has been due to the ability of all societies to borrow elements from other cultures and to incorporate them into their own."' 6 Translation also contributes to the resolution of medical, political, and other professional, social, and individual problems. [Vol. 6:1
The general importance of legal language is shared by legal translation. The significance of legal language is made apparent if one considers its connection to human action. Words are not only instruments of expression, but also instrunents of action. The language of the law is not merely the denotation of objects, but it is the language of future actions. It is, in the terms of Richard M. Hare, prescriptive." Legal language constitutes a projection into the future that permits one to anticipate and predict human behavior with the degree of certainty necessary for social life.'"
In the field of international law, the significance of legal translation is evident in many respects. Since the right of states to communicate in their own language has replaced the use of diplomatic languages such as French or Latin, translation has become more important than ever in international law. Yet, very little attention has been devoted to language in international law and there are virtually no rules regarding the use of interpreters and language specialists in international relations,
The danger of the existing communication gap among nations is discussed by Christopher B. Kuner in an article reviewing various misunderstandings in the recent Persian Gulf crisis. 9 A hilarious example of a communication gap is President Jimmy Carter's visit to Poland, during which his wish to "learn opinions and understand your desires for the future" was erroneously translated as "I desire the Poles carnally." 2 Translation also matters greatly for international law in the area of international organizations. For example, the plurality of languages in the European Community creates a serious challenge to communication. 2 
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Comparative law is largely dependent upon translation. 2 ' The availability of foreign legal materials through legal translation enriches the range of possible solutions by connecting readers to foreign legal cultures. In addition, "borrowing from abroad has become a recognized legislative practice for most contemporary states." 25 As the United States evolves into a multilingual society, legal translation has become vital to American law firms. A growing number of American clients, who do not know English, require legal services. Meanwhile, the expansion of transborder law firms demands communication with an increasingly international clientele. Moreover, foreign investment in the United States intensifies the need for translation of a larger variety of documents.6
IV. EVALUATING LEGAL TRANSLATIONS
An important aspect of legal translation theory is how to determine the quality of a translated text. Fidelity in translation includes not only fidelity to text, but also preservation of the meaning of the context. An efficient translator must track any change of context between the writing of the text and its interpretation. As Lawrence Lessig states, "meaning is made from something in the foreground (text) and something in the background (context). To preserve meaning both grounds must be tracked.""
The translator must understand both the legal culture from which the source text derives and the legal culture to which the target text will apply. In legal translation this often includes understanding complex legal theoretical contexts.
If the target text belongs to a very different legal system, it will be necessary to reach an equivalent meaning by using a high degree of explanation, flexibility, and creativity. Translators must find equivalent legal terms in the target language or terms that have an equivalent legal function. Translators may even encounter terms for which there is no equivalent legal meaning. 28 In such 24. Schroth, supra note 9, at 53. Mr. Schroth points out that comparative law always involves translation even when the comparison is between two legal systems that share the same language. Klinck illustrates this point with a hypothesis based on Whorf's conclusion that the Hopi language lacks a future tense. The Hopi law would therefore lack a doctrine of "future interests," which would make a translation of such concepts into Hopi language extremely difficult. He also uses [Vol. 6:1 situations they may have to resort to neologisms or to the repetition of the word in its original language with an appropriate explanation or definition incorporated into the text or listed in a glossary. The notion of equivalence does not mean simple replication of words from the original text, but rather to construct the text in the target language so as to "carry the same force or significance as the text in the source context." 29 Fidelity demands accounting for context whether the contextual distance is temporal or geographical. In translating a term from the law of a country belonging to a certain legal system into the language of a country belonging to a different system, one has to find a way to neutralize, or at least minimize, the change of context.
V. TRANSLATION IN ACTION
As Maurice Gravier indicates, the practice of translation has unquestionably preceded the speculation of theoreticians. Gravier recognizes, however, that a lucid work of translation demands reflection on the task, a continuing refinement of method, and avoidance of routine approaches.
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The problems of translation methodology cannot be resolved in the abstract. Working with specific instances of translations, Lawrence Lessig maintains "we see that the differences in method track differences in the purpose or function of translation, more than they track any useful philosophical commitment to one method or the other."'"
Translating legal and social science texts requires two basic skills. First, of course, solid linguistic knowledge of both language systems is necessary. But this alone is not sufficient. One also needs a thorough knowledge of the subject in the legal or social systems concerned. These two conditions make possible the translation of a scientific text even when the contents are extremely complex. The difficulty lies in the fact that concepts of law and legal policy are closely related to the respective language systems. Through the translation from one language system to another, it is very easy to alter the information provided in the text. A good translation maintains both the integrity of the information and the nuances inherent in each language.
These theoretical arguments are extracted from the author's personal experiences as a translator. The specific problems to be addressed arose from the author's translation of two articles from German to Spanish: THE AIM OF CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT AND THE REFORM OF CRIMINAL LAW by Klaus Roxin and other examples of cases in which legal translation demands that a "new word should be coined, or the word from the first language simply imported into the second." 29. Lessig, supra note 4, at 1201. 30. Maurice Gravier, Pedagogie de la Traduction, in THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TRANSLATION 203 (Grlias, Korldn and Malmberg eds., Peter Lang 1978).
3 1. Lessig, supra note 4, at 1165.
ECONOMIC CRIME AND ECONOMIC CRIMINAL LAW IN THE UNITED STATES AND
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY by Klaus Tiedemann. The ideas here discussed are also drawn from the author's experience in translating a text on habeas corpus from English to Spanish for Hispanic prisoners in Massachusetts.
One preparatory task of a translation into English is to dissect the long sentences that are common in the German language, and to a lesser extent, in Spanish and other Romance languages. This segmenting of the source-text sentence is a necessary but risky procedure that can easily alter its meaning.
The first requirement is to understand the structure of the language through a grammatical approach (including phonology, morphology, and syntax) and the semantical analysis of the combination and grouping of words into sentences and of sentences into paragraphs. As W. H. Snyder affirms, "if we can devise rules for the structure of a language, then we can also derive rules for the transposition of the structure of one language to that of another."
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The approach taken in translating the above mentioned articles was to first identify the main parts of the sentence, such as the subject, predicate, objects, attributes, adverbs and secondary sentences (nebensaetze in German) and their functions. Because the legal system deals mainly with human behavior, the central role of the verb in the sentence is intensified in legal translation.
After having analyzed the sentence, it was necessary to identify certain complex word contents. In social sciences, such concepts are a central mode of communication. For example, in the Roxin essay, it was necessary to explain the meaning of the word Entnioralisierung in the phrase "Entmoralisierung des Strafrechts," meaning that criminal law should dispense of private moral issues in its regulations. Without explanation, the word Entmoralisierung could easily have been interpreted in that context as a criminal law that was "against morality" or as advocating the "elimination of morality" in criminal law, which would have certainly not conveyed the true meaning of the text. Another case of a word whose legal significance requires careful explanation in translated text is "conmon law marriage." As Keith Rosenn points out, the full legal significance is not given by the words concubinato or union de hecho, terms that refer to informal unions.
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There were also difficulties in translating legal terms connected to particular legal theories. In German criminal law, there are words such as Tipizitaet (typicality), Tatbestandsmaessigkeit (adequacy of conduct to a legal definition), and Tatschuld (responsibility for the fact), which can be understood only through a thorough knowledge of the theoretical system in which they were [Vol. 6:1 developed. Likewise, to grasp the full significance of the word "injunction," it is necessary to have fully understood the doctrine of equitable remedies. 3 "
Often words lose their ordinary significance and have to be translated in their more specific legal meaning. The literal translation into Spanish of "to challenge" would be desafiar, if the narrower legal technical meaning were mistakenly ignored. As a result, in the translation of the habeas corpus text, the word "challenge" was not translated as desaffo, but rather as impugnacidn or ataque. The Spanish word culpable does not necessarily mean "guilty" in the technical sense of an admission of guilt in American criminal procedure, but can also mean being "culpable" or "blameworthy" in a more general sense. 35 When ordinary events, objects, and concepts enter the realm of the legal world, they often undergo significant transformations. For example, the word "death" has a special technical meaning when it becomes an element of a legal norm, as opposed to the theological or common meaning of the word. 36 Another example is the word "person," which has a specific legal meaning different from the common one.
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The need to deal with this specialized terminology shows that only a translator acquainted with both legal systems can undertake the task. Nonspecialized translators, even with the highest degree of linguistic knowledge, are simply unable to translate legal texts such as the examples previously mentioned. Furthermore, this type of translation requires not only knowledge of the law in general, but also solid acquaintance with the specialized field, its doctrines, and particular theoretical models.
One should also take into account that words are not mere expressions to distinguish objects, but that these words and terms have a systemic meaning. A good translation should, as far as possible, maintain the measure and the style of the foreign author while respecting the rules of the target language. Legal essays 34. Id. at 614. 35. Cunningham, supra note 4, at 2464. The author believes that to understand what "non-guilty" means, "the client would need at a minimum to know about the presumption of innocence, the procedural role of arraignment, the elements of the two different criminal charges against him, the possibility of suppressing key evidence, and the effect of such suppression on the 37. FASCOPERRARAJ, TEORIA DE LAS PERSONAS JURIDICAS 318 (1929) , classifies the various meanings of the word "person" as anthropological (i.e., human being), theologicalphilosophical (i.e., rational being), and legal (i.e., a being possessing the capacity to act legally).
contain a great amount of argumentative thought and a very specific message that a translation must seek to preserve. Translation functions as a "pollenizer" of cultures, enriching one culture with the insights of another. Moreover, legal translation serves as a bridge for understanding between nations, facilitating the resolution of vital human issues. Such a significant tool deserves broader recognition from both linguists and jurists alike.
